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Sysco  shelving can be adapted to your needs and wishes.
This steel shelving system has multiple depths and heights
and will flushly fit all available space. Even around pillars,
ventilations shafts and other objects. Sysco shelving is
suitable for single installation along a wall and can be applied
as double sided shelving placed in the room. All information
and objects are directly accessible.

Optimum preservation

Uprights are available single closed and flush closed, and may be
provided with perforations to allow ventilation and hence optimum
preservation of your documents or objects. Sliding doors or roller
front doors  further protect the system’s contents.

The flexible shelving system

Sysco  is available in a huge range of dimensions. A wide range of
accessories enable you to arrange your shelving system space as
efficiently as possible. And Bruynzeel's Sysco  shelving can be
made mobile at any time. For further information on Mobile Shelving
visit the Bruynzeel website www.bruynzeel.co.uk

®

®

®

Sysco Office Shelving is a product in
the category

Hi280 - Standard
Hi280 - Narrow Aisle
Hi280 - Mobile
Hi280 - Multi Tier
Carton Flow
Hi280 - Medium Span
Plastic Bins and Containers
Longspan Shelving

Economy Shelving
Budgetline 300 Shelving
Slotted Angle

Please visit www.dexion.co.uk to see our other
products.

Shelving Systems

Sysco Office Shelving

With a wide selection of shelving options to suit various
situations and a range of plastic storage bins for storing small
parts, we can  offer comprehensive solutions for any small
parts storage or picking area.

Narrow bay boltless shelving or longspan mini racking systems for
heavier items with a comprehensive range of accessories including
carton flow and mini load systems, means that Dexion can improve
any picking area for optimum space and efficiency.
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The Sysco  system’s unique coating process guarantees one
hundred percent coverage of steel for a perfect finish.

 

Sysco is manufactured by Bruynzeel Storage Systems BV, a
Member of the Constructor Group, and distributed in the UK by
Bruynzeel Storage Systems, a trading division of Dexion Comino
Ltd.

For further information on Sysco Office Shelving and other
Bruynzeel shelving products visit the UK's Bruynzeel website
www.bruynzeel.co.uk
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Benefits
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Focus on multifunctionality

Suitable for storage in offices, archives, stores and depositories.
Single sided shelving placed in the room or against a wall.
Double sided shelving placed in the room for access from both sides.

Focus on flexibility

Available in multiple dimensions.
Sysco  shelving adjusts to objects such as pillars, ventilation shafts,
cables etc.
 Available as open shelving or closed with sliding doors or roller front
doors.
 Available with single or flush closed uprights.
Uprights can be fitted with perforations for extra ventilation.
Shelves are easy adjustable in increments of 20 mm.
Sysco  can easily be extended because of its modular set up.
Sysco  can be made mobile at any time.

Focus on convenience

All information and objects are easily and quickly accessible.
Smart shelf hooks for solid fixing and easy adjustable shelves.
Wide range of accessories - Sysco  adapts to the files and objects
stored.

Focus on quality, sustainability and excellent finish

Complies with international quality and safety standards such as GS
and RAL.
Produced according to ISO 9001 and ISO 14001.
Guaranteed 100% coverage of the powder coating.
No sharp edges.
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Specifications
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Dimensions

Shelving height: up to 2994mm in steps of 40 mm.
Shelf depths: 200, 250, 270, 300, 320, 350, 370, 390, 400, 450 up to 800
mm.
Shelf length: 800, 1000, 1200 mm.

Load capacity

Maximum load per shelf: without use of reinforcement bar – according to
the RAL standard: 155 kg.
Maximum load per bay: 800 kg.
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Accessories for Sysco Office Shelving

Sliding doors
Sliding doors convert open shelving units
and racks into closed modules.

Roller front doors
Rooler front doors convert open
shelving units and racks into closed
modules.

Compartment lockers
Locking system with a key. To lock
separate compartments in a bay.

Label holder
To identify aisles.

Multi-file
Multifunctional suspension file for A4
documents. Suitable for both under-shelf
filing and filing in pullout frames.

Elba pendel frame
Store documents in
Elba/Leitz/Pendex suspension
pocket files.

ZT pendel frame
Store documents in Jalema/ZT
suspension pocket files.

l’Oblique /TUB frame
Store documents in I’Oblique
suspension pocket files.

Pull-out frame
Store documents in several types of
suspension pocket files. The files are
accessible from above.

Pull-out shelf
Pull-out shelves are used as a
writing desk, work table or
temporary storage of smaller
goods.

Shelf perforated 2 and 3 rows
Use with solid dividing bars or steel
partition panels to create sub-
compartments.

Steel partition panel
Create closed compartments.
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Dividing bars
Create open barred compartments.

Drawer
Store smaller goods and office
supplies either loose or packed.
The drawer may be divided into a
number of sections

Multi-purpose drawer
For preserved storage of fragile and
sensitive objects, which need to be
protected against dust and light.

Display shelf
Present magazines, folders, files,
etc.

Foldable display
Combines the function of display of
books, magazines and media and
storage.

Shelf stop
Make a positive stop along the front
or back edge of a shelf.

Middle stop
Used to prevent stored goods to slide
over to the bay in the back. For use in
double racks.

Front stop
To create a stop along the front of a
shelf.

Reinforcement bar
Increase the maximum permissible shelf
load.
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